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Abstract

In the presence of incomplete risk attitudes, choices between non-

comparable risky prospects are random. A random choice model ad-

vanced by Karni (2021) includes the hypothesis that choices among

noncomparable risky prospects are prompted by signals drawn from

personal distributions. This paper introduces a scheme designed to

elicit subjects’ assessments of their personal likelihoods of choices

among noncomparable risky prospects and describes experiments de-

signed to test the aforementioned hypothesis.
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1 Introduction

Decision makers are sometimes confronted with the need to choose among

alternatives that, because of their complexity or novelty, make them impossi-

ble to compare. von Neumann and Morgenstern, recognized this possibility,

admitting that “it is conceivable—and even in a way more realistic—to allow

for cases where the individual is neither able to state which of two alter-

natives he prefers nor that they are equally desirable” (von Neumann and

Morgenstern [1947]). Aumann questioned not only the descriptive validity

of the completeness axiom but also its normative justification. “Of all the

axioms of utility theory,” he wrote, “the completeness axiom is perhaps the

most questionable. Like others of the axioms, it is inaccurate as a descrip-

tion of real life; but unlike them, we find it hard to accept even from the

normative viewpoint” (Aumann [1962]).1

In the context of decision making under risk, the source of incompleteness

is the decision maker’s risk attitudes. Specifically, because of either the

complexity of the alternatives or the ambiguity about her own attitudes, the

decision maker lacks a clear sense of how to assess the risks associated with

the prospects in the choice set.

The representations of incomplete preferences under risk, dubbed ex-

pected multi-utility representations, were characterized by Shapley and Bau-

cells (1998); Dubra, Maccheroni, and Ok (2004); and Galaabaatar and Karni

(2013). In all these instances, risky prospects are represented by probability

measures on the set of outcomes and the representation involves a set, U ,
of utility functions. Specifically, one risky prospect is preferred over another

if and only if the expected utility of the former exceeds that of the latter

according to each and every function in the set U . When two risky prospects
are noncomparable, one has higher expected utility according to some ele-

ments of U and lower expected utility according to other elements. In such
cases, the aforementioned models do not yield predictable choice behavior.

Karni (2021) proposed a model of stochastic choice behavior that is at-

tributable to preference incompleteness. Applied to the case of incomplete

preferences under risk, this model advances the proposition that decision

makers are characterized by the set of utility functions U and a personal

probability measure  on U . When facing a choice among noncomparable
1Danan and Ziegelmeyer (2006), Sautua (2017), Cettolin and Riedl (2019) provide

experimental evidence on the prevalence of incomplete preferences.
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risky prospects, decision makers behave as if a function in the set U is drawn

randomly, according to , and the prospect that attains the highest expected

utility according to that function is chosen.

The random choice model is tested by the accuracy of its predictions.

Making predictions based on the random choice model requires the elicitation

of the range of incompleteness represented by U and of  These predictions
may then be compared to observations of actual choice behavior in an exper-

imental setting. This paper addresses these requirements. The main novelty

is the introduction of an incentive-compatible elicitation scheme by which the

range of a decision maker’s incomplete risk attitudes and personal perception

of the measure  are identified and on the basis of which predictions of the

model are quantified. As far as I know, this is the first incentive-compatible

scheme designed to elicit decision makers’s beliefs about the likely realiza-

tions of their own risk attitudes. In this sense, this work complements the

elicitation mechanism of decision makers’ second order beliefs proposed by

Karni (2020). In addition, this paper outlines experimental designs by which

observations of actual choice behavior in the presence of incomplete risk at-

titudes are generated.

Recent years witnessed increasing interest in modeling stochastic choice

behavior.2 With few exceptions, however, these studies do not attribute

this behavior specifically to preference incompleteness. One exception is Ok

and Tserenjigmidz (2020), who introduced random choice functions, which

they define and characterize for stochastic choices induced by indifference,

indecisiveness, and experimentation. Their axiomatic characterization of sto-

chastic choice functions induced by lack of strict preference asserts merely

that the maximal elements of the menu will be chosen with positive prob-

ability. Karni (2021) complements this work by proposing a random choice

model that predicts the likelihoods of the choices of the alternatives in the

maximal sets.

Karni and Safra (2016) study stochastic choice under risk and under un-

certainty based on the notion that randomly selected states of mind deter-

mine decision makers’ actual choices. They provide axiomatic characteriza-

tion of the representation of decision makers’ perceptions of the stochastic

process underlying the selection of their state of mind. In the context of

decision making under risk with incomplete preferences, the states of mind

are depicted by the utility functions in U . Hence, the work of Karni and
2See Luce (1959), Gul et. al (2014) and Fudenberg, et. al (2015).
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Safra may be regarded as providing axiomatic foundations of representation

of a decision maker’s perception of the probability distribution on U by the
probability measure  and the hypothesis that the probability of choosing a

risky prospect  out of the set of risky prospects {} is the value assigned
by  to the subset of functions in U whose expected utility of  exceeds that
of 

2 Incomplete Risk Attitudes and RandomChoice

Behavior

Let  be a compact interval in R and denote by  () the set of Borel prob-
ability distributions on  endowed with the topology of weak convergence

Elements of  () are risky prospects. A preference relation, Â is a binary
relation on  (). For any risky prospects  ∈  ()   Â  has the

usual interpretation, namely,  is strictly preferred over   which is taken

to mean that facing a choice between  and , a decision maker whose

preference relation is Â chooses 
The strict preference relation Â induces four derived relations on  ().

For all  ∈  ()  the induced weak preference relation < is define by

 <  if ¬ ( Â  ) ; theGK-weak preference relation 3 is defined by:  3 

if, for all  ∈  ()   Â  implies that  Â ; the induced indifference re-

lation ∼ is defined by  ∼  if  3  and  3  ; and the noncomparability

relation , defined by    if ¬ ( Â )  ¬ ( Â  ) and ¬ ( ∼  ) 3

Following Dubra et. al (2004), I assume that the weak preference re-

lation is reflexive and transitive; continuous (that is, for any convergent se-

quences () and () in  (), ¬ ( Â ) for all  imply ¬(lim→∞ <
→∞)); and satisfies the independence axiom (that is, for any  ∈
 () and  ∈ (0 1]  <  if and only if  +(1− ) < +(1− ) ).4

I also assume throughout that Â6= ∅
3The weak preference and indifference relations defined here were introduced in

Galaabaatar and Karni (2013) ( thus the GK in the definition of 3). Karni (2011) inves-
tigates the significance and implications of the weak preference relation. In particular,

Kanri showed that the weak preference relations < and 3 on  () agree if and only if Â
is negatively transitive and 3 is complete. Note that Â is not the asymmetric part of 3
and that the indifference relation is equivalent to that in Eliaz and Ok (2006).

4The analysis is restricted to expected utility theory in anticipation of the use, below,

of modified scoring rules in the elicitation scheme.
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By Dubra et. al (2004), Â on  () has an expected multi-utility repre-

sentation. Formally, there exists a set, U , of continuous real functions on 

such that, for all  ∈  () 

 <  ⇔
Z


 ≥
Z


 for all  ∈ U 

Moreover, if there is another set, V, that represents the preference relation in
the above sense, then hVi = hUi where hUi denotes the closed convex cone
generated by U and the set of all constant real-valued functions on 

Karni’s (2021) proposed a model of irresolute choice behavior as a set

{D|  ∈ [0 1]} of binary relations on a set,  of alternatives, dubbed
random choice relations. Given any  0 ∈  the interpretation of  D 0

is that, facing a choice between  and 0,  is chosen with probability  This
depiction of random choice behavior is based on the idea that when facing a

choice between two, noncomparable, alternatives, the decision maker awaits

a randomly selected third alternative, dubbed mental decoy, which serves as

a reference point that the decision maker relies upon to resolve his indecision.

If the third alternative is weakly inferior to one of the two alternatives and is

noncomparable to the other, then the former alternative is chosenOtherwise,

the decision maker procrastinates while waiting for another mental decoy

to appear that would allow him to resolves the indecision along the lines

indicated above.

Applied to decision making under risk, the random choice model has

the following representation: Let the set U be endowed with the supnorm
topology and denote by B the Borel −algebra on U . Let  be a probability
measure on the measurable space (U B) representing the decision maker’s
perception of the likelihoods of the sets in B. In other words,  quantifies
the decision maker’s idiosyncratic belief that a function  be selected. If  is

selected then and  is chosen over  if and only if
R

 ≥ R


.

Karni (2021) showed that the random choice behavior of a decision maker

characterized by (U  )has the following representation: For all  ∈  () 

 D ⇔ 

µ
{ ∈ U |

Z


 ≥
Z


}
¶
=  (1)

The set U may be regarded as a canonical signal space, and the decision

maker’s behavior may be interpreted as if he is waiting for a signal,  ∈ U ,
to determine his choice among risky prospects.
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3 Experimental Tests

I discuss next experiments designed to test the hypothesis that when facing

a choice between two noncomparable risky prospects, a utility function, ,

is drawn at random from U according to a distribution, , and the risky

prospect that is represented by the highest expected utility according to  is

chosen. The presumption is that U and  are the decision maker’s private

information. To test this hypothesis, it is necessary to elicit  jointly with

the range of incompleteness, represented by U  that determines its support.
I describe below experiments designed to test this hypothesis.

3.1 The elicitation scheme

A subject’s type is a pair (U  )  Subjects are characterized by their types
The following mechanism is designed to elicit the probability measure  on

U .
The elicitation mechanism: Fix a fair lottery

 () = ( +  12; −  12)

(that is,  () pays off $ ( + ) and $ ( − ) with equal probabilities). At

time  = 0 the subjects are asked to report a function  (·; ) : [0 ]→ [0 1]

and a number, , is drawn at random from a uniform distribution on [0 ]

In the interim period,  = 1 the subject is offered the choice between the

lottery

 (; (; )) =
¡
 − (1−  (; ))2 +  12; − 

¡
1−  (; ))2

¢−  12
¢

and the sure payoff

$
¡
 −  −  (; )

2
¢


In the last period,  = 2 the outcome of the lottery is revealed, and all

payments are made. The delay ∆ := 1 − 0 is fixed, (e.g., ∆ is 15 or 30

minutes).

Define  = inf{ ∈ [0 ] |  () Â 1−} and ̄ = sup { ∈ [0 ] | 1− Â
 ()} where 1− is the degenerate distribution that assigns to outcome
−  the unit probability mass. Under the proposed elicitation mechanism,

if the lottery  () and the sure outcome $ ( − ) are noncomparable then

̄   Clearly,  () 3 1(−) for all  ≥ ̄ Since  (; 1) =  ()  by reporting

 (; ) = 1 the subject is assured to be awarded the lottery  ()  Similarly,
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for all  ≤   1(−) 3  (). Since  () Â  (; 0)  by reporting  (; ) = 0

the subject is sure to be awarded the sure outcome $ ( − )  If  () and

1(−) are noncomparable, reporting  (; ) ∈ (0 1) the subject pays a price
for the option of delaying the choice in the expectation of receiving a signal,

 ∈ U , that will resolve his indecision.
In the mechanism the domain of  (·; ) is a continuum. To implement

the elicitation scheme, the domain [0 ] may be discretized by replacing it

by the set of points  = { = ) |  = 0 1   } for some  ≥ 2. To
induce the subject to report the required information, the question may be

posed as follows: For each  ∈  indicate how likely are you to choose the

lottery  () over the sure outcome $ ( − )  If you are sure that you prefer

the lottery, it is in your best interest to report  (; ) = 1 and if you are

sure that you preferred the sure outcome it is in your best interest to report

 (; ) = 0 If  is such that you are not sure which alternative you prefer,

please indicate how likely you think you will choose the lottery.

The idea underlying the mechanism is that the reported  (; ) is an

estimate of the subject’s perceived probability that in the interim period

he will receive a signal,  ∈ U , on the basis of which he will choose the
lottery  (; (; )) instead of the sure outcome $

¡
 −  −  (; )

2
¢
 In

other words,  (; ) is intended to capture the subject’s belief that the utility

function that will govern his choice belongs to the subset of such functions

that yield higher expected utility under the lottery  (; (; )) than the sure

outcome $
¡
 −  −  (; )

2
¢
.

To analyze the working of the elicitation scheme I introduce the following

notations and definitions: For each  ∈ [0 ] let

U (  ) := { ∈ U |
∙
−

00 ()
0 ()

¸
2

2
+ 

¡
2
¢ ≥ }

For each  ∈ U define  ( ) by the equation
1

2

£

¡
 −  (1−  (; ))

2
+ 
¢
+ 

¡
 −  (1−  (; ))

2 − 
¢¤
=  ( −  ( )) 

Then, by Pratt (1964),

 ( ) :=

∙
−

00 ()
0 ()

¸
2

2
+ 

¡
2
¢


Let

(; ) := inf
∈U
{ ( ) ∈ R} and ̄(; ) := sup

∈U
{ ( ) ∈ R}
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A subject is said to display weak risk aversion if (; ) ≥ 0.
The theorem below asserts that the elicitation mechanism is incentive

compatible in the sense that, acting in his best interest, a risk-averse subject

should indicate how likely he is to choose the lottery  () over a sure outcome

$ ( − )  Responding to the elicitation scheme the subject reveals, to any

desirable level of precision, the degree of his preference incompleteness and

his subjective assessment of the likelihood that the resulting indecision will

be resolved in favor of the lottery.

Theorem 1: Consider a subject whose random choice behavior is char-

acterized by (U  )  displaying weak risk aversion. Then, given the elicita-
tion mechanism described above, for every   0 there is   0 such that

for each  ∈ (0 ) the subject’s report,  (·; )  satisfies |  (; ) −
 (U (;  )) |≤  for all  ∈ [0 ] Moreover,  (; ) = 1 for all

 ≥ ̄(; ), and  (; ) = 0 for all  ≤ (; )

Proof. Fix   0. According to the random choice model, in the interim

period,  = 1, the subject receives a signal  ∈ U drawn from the distribution

 At the same time a number  is drawn from a uniform distribution on [0 ]

Given his report (; ), the subject chooses the lottery  (;) if

1

2

£

¡
 − 

¡
1−  (; )

2
¢
+ 
¢
+ 

¡
 −  (1−  (; ))

2 − 
¢¤

(2)

≥ 
¡
 −  −  (; )

2
¢


Otherwise he chooses the sure payoff $
¡
 −  −  (; )

2
¢
.

Denote by U (; ) the subset of functions in U that satisfies (2). At
time  = 0 anticipating his choice behavior, for every given  the subject

reports ∗ (; ) that maximizes

1

2

Z
∈U(;)

£

¡
 −  (1−  (; ))

2
+ 
¢
+ 

¡
 −  (1−  (; ))

2 − 
¢¤
 ()

+

Z
∈U\U(;)


¡
 −  −  (; )

2
¢
 ()  (3)

By weak risk aversion, for ∗ (; ) ∈ (0 1)  the necessary and sufficient
condition is:

1

2

Z
∈U(;)

£
0
¡
 −  (1− ∗ (; ))2 + 

¢
+ 0

¡
 −  (1− ∗ (; ))2 − 

¢¤
 ()

(4)
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=
∗ (; )

(1− ∗ (; ))

Z
∈U\U(;)

0
¡
 −  − ∗ (; )2

¢
 () 

Equivalently,

1

2

Z
∈U(;)

£
0
¡
 −  (1− ∗ (; ))2 + 

¢
+ 0

¡
 −  (1− ∗ (; ))2 − 

¢¤
 ( | U (; ))

(5)

=
∗ (; )

(1− ∗ (; ))
 (U\U (; ))
 (U (; ))

Z
∈U\U(;)

0
¡
 −  − ∗ (; )2

¢
 ( | U\U (; )) 

Thus,
∗ (; )

1− ∗ (; )
=

 (U (; ))
 (U\U (; )) (  )  (6)

where

 (  ) :=R
∈U(;)

£
0
¡
 −  (1− ∗ (; ))2 + 

¢
+ 0

¡
 −  (1− ∗ (; ))2 − 

¢¤
 ( | U (; ))

2
R
∈U\U(;) 

0 ¡ −  − ∗ (; )2
¢
 ( | U\U (; ))

(7)

≤
R
∈U(;) 

0 ¡ −  (1− ∗ (; ))2 − 
¢
 ( | U (; ))R

∈U\U(;) 
0 ¡ −  − ∗ (; )2

¢
 ( | U\U (; ))

:=  (  ) 

The inequality is an implication of the weak risk aversion.

Invoking the uniqueness of U , normalize the utility functions so that
0 () = 1 for all  ∈ U to obtain:

 (  ) =

1− 
¡
(1− ∗ (; ))2 + 1

¢ R
∈U(;)−00 ()  ( | U (; )) + 

¡

¡
(1− ∗ (; ))2 + 1

¢¢
1− ¡ + ∗ (; )2

¢ R
∈U\U(;)−00 ()  ( | U\U (; )) + 

¡
( + ∗ (; ))2

¢ 

(8)

Since  ∈ [0 ] we have
lim
→0

 (  ) = 1 (9)
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Hence, for every   0 there is  ()  0 such that |  (  )− 1 |  for

all  ∈ (0  ()) Thus,

| ∗ (; )
(1− ∗ (; ))

−  (U (; ))
1−  (U (; )) |≤

 (U (; )) |  (  )− 1 |
1−  (U (; )) (10)


 (U (; ))

1−  (U (; )) (11)

Fix   0 and let

 = 
1−  (U (; ))
 (U (; ))

and let  denote the corresponding  ()  Then, for all  ∈ (0 ) 

| ∗ (; )
(1− ∗ (; ))

−  (U (; ))
1−  (U (; )) | 

Hence,

| ∗ (; )−  (U (; )) |  ((1− ∗ (; ))) (1−  (U (; ))  

(12)

If   ̄(; ) then

[ ( + ) +  ( − )] 2   ( − )  (13)

for all  ∈ U . Thus,  (U (; )) = 1 and reporting ∗ (; ) = 1 the

subjects is rewarded with the lottery  ()  But  () Â ( − ) and, by first-

order stochastic dominance,  () Â  (; (; )) for all  ∈ [0 1) Thus,
reporting ∗ (; ) = 1 is optimal.
If   (; ) then

[ ( + ) +  ( − )] 2   ( − )  (14)

for all  ∈ U . Hence,  (U (; )) = 0 and reporting ∗ (; ) = 0

the subjects is rewarded with the lottery the sure outcome ( − )  But

( − ) Â  () and ( − ) Â ( −  − 2) for all  ∈ (0 1] Thus, report-
ing ∗ (; ) = 0 is optimal. ¥
Remark: Because ∗ (; ) ≈  (U (; ))  by (1) the elicited values

of ∗ (; ) constitute the empirical counterparts of the values of the theo-
retical parameter  of the random choice model. As such they represent the

subject’s beliefs that he will end up choosing the lottery  () over the sure

outcome $ ( − ) 
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3.2 The experimental design

The experiment consists of two parts. In the first part a small   0 is

fixed and the mechanism is applied to obtain the range [(; ) ̄(; )]

of incompleteness at  () and the function,  (·; )  In the second part
observations of actual choice behavior are generated.

Observations may be generated using two methods, repeated individual

choices from a set {(  ()) |  ∈ [0 ]  = 1 } of sure outcomes and
 () or single choices of a group of subjects.5

In the former case, let  denote the number of repetitions of choice

between  −   and  ()  and let and  () be the number of times that a

subject chooses the lottery  () over  Then, for each subject the empirical

distribution  () ,  = 1  can be compared to the distribution,

∗ (; )   = 1  predicted by the random choice model.

In the case of single choice, the experiment requires the recruitment of

 subjects. Let  denote the set of subjects. For each subject  ∈  elicit the

noncomparability range
£
(; ) ̄(; )

¤
 Fix  ∈ ∩∈

£
(; ) ̄(; )

¤
6

Let P ={1  !} be the set of all the permutations of (1 2  ). For
each  = 1   let  (;  ) := { ∈  |   () ≤ } be the set of subjects
who under the permutation   are assigned the first  positions on the list.

Then,

 () := Σ∈P
¡
Π∈(;) (; )

¢× ¡Π∈\(;) (1−  (; ))
¢


is the probability that exactly  subjects choose the lottery  () over the

sure outcome  −  Then, ̄ := Σ
=1 ()  is the model’s predictions of

expected number of subjects who chose the lottery  ()  Let  be the number

of subjects that choose the lottery in the experiment. Then, the hypothesis

to be tested is that, for large   ≈ ̄

4 Concluding Remarks

The search for elicitation schemes of private information has been a major

preoccupation for more than half century. Most of this effort focused on the

5See Loomes and Sugden (1998) and Loomes, Moffatt, and Sugden (2002) for applica-

tions of of the repeated choice method.
6If ∩∈

£
(; ) ̄(; )

¤ 6= ∅, choose a subset  0 ⊂  such that

∩∈0
£
(; ) ̄(; )

¤ 6= ∅
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elicitation of subjective beliefs using the scoring rules method pioneered by

Brier (1950) and Good (1952) and followed by Savage (1971), Kadane and

Winkler (1988) and others. The scoring rules method applies when decision

makers display expected value maximizing choice behavior and provide good

approximations when the decision maker’s objective function takes the form

of subjective expected utility. More recently, Offerman et. al (2009) gen-

eralized the scoring rules method to included nonexpected utility theories

of decision making under risk and under uncertainty. Abdellaoui, et. al.

(2011) introduced beliefs elicitation method based on the distinction among

sources of uncertainty. Grether (1981) and Karni (2009) proposed incentive-

compatible schemes that are not of the scoring rules class and are applica-

ble to nonexpected utility models that satisfy probabilistic sophistication.

Chambers and Lambert (2021) introduced an incentive compatible protocol

that induces dominant strategy revelations of decision makers prior assess-

ments of both the final outcome and the information flows they anticipate

receiving and, subsequently, what information they privately receives. The

present work differs from the aforementioned contributions in two important

respects. First, its objective is the elicitation of decision makers subjective

tastes (i.e., their risk attitudes) rather than their beliefs. Second, its em-

phasis on the elicitation of decision makers perceptions of their own random

choice behavior due to incomplete tastes.

The Arrow-Pratt measure of absolute risk aversion “in the small” is a

local property that is measured by the curvature−00 () 0 () of the utility
function at . The variable  represents the decision maker’s level of wealth

or income. Risk attitudes may vary with wealth. Consequently, the measure

 may vary with the decision maker’s wealth. If, for instance, the preference

relation displays decreasing absolute risk aversion, then (0; ) ≤ (; )

and ̄(0; ) ≤ ̄(; ) for 0   Repeating the experiments with different

 would permit the testing of hypotheses such as constant, increasing, or

decreasing risk aversion.

Karni and Vierø (2020) introduced an incentive-compatible scheme de-

signed to elicit the boundaries of the range of incompleteness represented

by the set of utility functions U . It depicts these lower and upper bounds
in terms of the minimal and maximal certainty equivalences corresponding

to the most and list risk averse functions at a point. Their measure should

coincide with the interval [ − ̄(; ),  − (; )] Hence, the measure of

incompleteness of Karni and Vierø coincides with ̄(; ) − (; ). This

hypothesis can be tested by comparing the range of incompleteness obtained

12



by the applications of the two elicitation schemes.
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